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Abstract.
We carefully consider numerous explanations for the sulfur abundance anomaly in planetary
nebulae. No one rationale appears to be satisfactory, and we suggest that the ultimate expla-
nation is likely to be a heretofore unidentified feature of the nebular gas which significantly
impacts the sulfur ionization correction factor.
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1. The Sulfur Anomaly
Overview. The sulfur anomaly (SA) refers to the observation that PN sulfur abundances
are systematically lower than those found in most other interstellar abundance probes
for the same O abundance (metallicity). See Henry et al. (2004). Fig. 1 shows the SA
clearly. The expected relation between S and O is tightly adhered to by a composite
sample of H II regions and blue compact galaxies (filled circles; H2BCG). In contrast,
PNe in the MWG and M31 disks, and the SMC fall systematically below this track and
exhibit much more scatter. Below we summarize the numerous potential explanations for
the SA which we have recently explored.
Is The Sulfur Anomaly Related To Other PN Properties? We quantified the SA by
defining the sulfur deficit (SD) as the vertical offset (Fig. 1) of a PN from the H2BCG
track. We then compiled values of 19 parameters for each PN (e.g. density, diameter),
plotted each against the SD, and computed the correlation coefficient in each case. None
of the parameters appeared to be correlated with the SD.
Is Sulfur Sequestered In Dust Or Molecules? Sulfur-bearing solids (e.g. MgS) are pre-
dicted to form in carbon-rich environments. Yet we found no correlation between SD and
the nebular C/O ratio. Insufficient data currently exist to enable tests for S depletion by
molecules.
Stellar Nucleosynthesis of S and O. Fig. 1 shows (+) the predicted PN abundances of
oxygen and sulfur from the AGB models for Z=0.02, 0.008, 0.004 from Karakas (2010)
and the Z=0.001 model from Alves-Brito et al. (2011). We found insufficient spread in S
and O in any of the models and conclude that AGB nucleosynthesis is unable to account
for the SA.
What Other Factors Have Been Tested? 1. Sulfur abundances derived using direct
measurements of S+3 ([S IV] 10.5 microns) by Pottasch & Bernard-Salas (2006) in a
few cases reduce the SD but clearly do not explain the SA. 2. We have computed an
individual photoionization model for each of five PNe representing a broad range in SD.
Results shown with Xs and labeled by PN name in Fig. 1 suggest a true S abundance
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deficiency is responsible for the SA, but this is inconsistent with findings noted above. 3.
We tested the effects of reduced and enhanced S+2 and S+3 dielectronic recombination
rates. Such changes had only a minimal effect on the predicted [S III]/[S II] line strength
ratios, suggesting that DR is unimportant in explaining the SA.
Conclusions. We have tested a large range of hypotheses for explaining the SA and
have been unsuccessful in identifying a single causal factor. Despite this, we still feel that
the eventual solution will involve the sulfur ICF. A possible solution along this line is
offered by Jacob (2011).
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Figure 1. S versus O for objects in the samples indicated with symbol shape defined in the
legend. H2BCG is a composite sample of H II regions and blue compact galaxies compiled from
the literature and explained in Milingo et al. (2010). The dashed lines show the solar abundances
from Asplund et al. 2009.
